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II. T EXTUAL USE - CASES

Abstract—The advantage of textual use-cases is that they
can be easily understood by stakeholders and domain experts.
However, since use-cases typically rely on a natural language,
they cannot be directly subject to a formal veriﬁcation. In this
paper, we present Formal Veriﬁcation of Annotated Use-Case
Models (FOAM) method which features simple user-deﬁnable
annotations, inserted into a use-case to make its semantics more
suitable for veriﬁcation. Subsequently a model-checking tool
veriﬁes temporal invariants associated with the annotations.
This way, FOAM allows for harnessing the beneﬁts of modelchecking while still keeping the use-cases understandable for
non-experts.

To date, there is no standardized form of use-cases. To
circumvent this, we adhere to the widely accepted format
proposed in [1].
UseCase 1: Select city on map
1. The user opens the map web page.
2. The system generates a map with available cities.
3. The user selects a city on the map. create:city
Variation: 2a. No cities available.
2a1. System displays an empty map with message.
2a2. Use−case aborts. abort
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UseCase 2: Generate city
Preceding: "Select city on map"
1. The system asks MapServer to provide city information. use:city
2. MapServer provides the requested information.
3. The system generates the map with default zoom settings. create:zoom
4. User adjusts zoom settings. use:zoom
Extension: 2a. City already generated
2a1. Use−case aborts. guard:create:zoomabort
Variation: 2b. MapServer error occurred.
2b1. Use−case aborts. abort

I. I NTRODUCTION
Speciﬁcation of functional requirements using textual usecases [1] is a well established technique in requirements engineering. The use of a natural language makes textual usecases an ideal approach for consulting the intended behavior
of a developed system, i.e. System Under Discussion (SuD),
with the users/stakeholders (actors). However, the natural
language imposes the risk of ambiguity or contradiction in
speciﬁcation documents which can negatively impact later
phases of the system development. With the increasing
complexity of a use-case speciﬁcation it becomes hard to
ensure its validity. Additionally, in a changing environment,
the original speciﬁcation can get out-of-sync with the implementation artefacts. Thus a formalisation and automated
validation of use-cases is desirable.
One of the few properties that can be checked in an
automatized way is the correct sequencing of actions. In
[2] we have proposed a method for verifying temporal
constraints among use-case steps. The veriﬁcation is based
on semantic annotations attached to the use-case steps.
This allows expressing temporal invariants in a way that is
understandable to both domain engineers and stakeholders.
The method described in [2] works with predeﬁned annotations. However, different application domains require a
broader spectrum of properties to be veriﬁed. In this paper,
we therefore introduce a general framework for speciﬁcation
of temporal constraints expressed as annotations based on
temporal logics. We also show how these constraints can be
veriﬁed in an automated way.
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UseCase 3: Generate restaurant map for city
Preceding: "Select city on map"
1. Include use−case "Generate city". include:GenerateCity
2. System validates the zoom settings. use:zoom
3. System asks RestaurantServer for restaurants. use:zoomuse:city
4. RestaurantServer generates the restaurant layer information.
5. System generates restaurant map.
Variation: 1a. There was an abort in "Select city on map".
1a1. Use−case aborts. guard:abortabort
Extension: 1b. There was an abort in "Generate city".
1b1. Use−case aborts. guard:abortabort
Extension: 2a. Zoom settings are invalid
2a1. System display an error message to the user.
2a2. Goto step 1. goto:1
The elements denoted as a:s are examples of annotations in FOAM.
− "a" is the name of the annotation
− "s" is the qualiﬁer of the annotation

Figure 1.

Example of a use-case model with 3 annotated use-cases.

Typically the system under discussion is speciﬁed as a set
of use-cases (further denoted as UCM, i.e. Use Case Model).
A single use-case always speciﬁes the main scenario and
a (potentially empty) set of branching scenarios. Each
scenario comprises a sequence of use-case steps. A usecase step, written as a simple sentence in a natural language
(English in our case), expresses an interaction between SuD
and actors. A use-case step is identiﬁed by its sequence
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number. The main scenario (also called success scenario)
deﬁnes the sequence of interactions for achieving the goal
of the use-case (e.g. steps 1-3 of UseCase 1 in Figure 1).
A branching scenario is either variation or extension of a
particular use-case step. An extension enhances speciﬁcation
of the particular step while a variation is an alternative to
the step’s speciﬁcation. The correspondence of a variation
or an extension to a step is given by referring to the step’s
sequence number (e.g. variation 2a is an alternative to step 2
in the UseCase 1).
Use-cases can also be involved in a precedence relation [3], [4], [5], which constraints their sequencing (e.g.
before the use-cases 2 or 3 can be executed, the use-case 1
has to be executed ﬁrst).

Annotations: create, use
CTL AG( create −> EF(use) ) "Branch with use required after create"
CTL AG( create −> AX(AG(!create)) ) "Only one create"
CTL A[!use U create | !EF(use)] "First create then use"

Figure 2.

Example of a custom annotation (template) deﬁned in TADL.

(a) experts in temporal logic who prepare templates of
annotations in Temporal Annotation Deﬁnition Language
(TADL) in the form illustrated by Figure 2,
(b) domain engineers who refer to the names of these
templates when associating use-case steps with annotations
(Figure 1). For this activity detailed knowledge of temporal
logic is not necessary.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE SOLUTION

In the UCM example from the Figure 1, there are annotations create and use attached to textual use-cases. Using
the TADL template from Figure 2, these annotations would
be transformed into temporal formulae:

In FOAM, we deﬁne two sorts of annotations: (i) ﬂow annotations expressing control ﬂow of use-cases, and (ii) temporal annotation expressing temporal invariants to be satisﬁed by use-cases.

CTL AG( createcity −> EF(usecity ) )
CTL AG( createcity −> AX(AG( ! createcity )) )
CTL A[ ! usecity U createcity | ! EF(usecity )]

A. Flow annotations
Execution of a use-case starts with the ﬁrst step of its
main scenario and then continues till the end possibly
visiting optional branches. However, the control ﬂow of
the execution can be further altered by: (i) aborts which
prematurely end the scenario – typically as a reaction to an
error; (ii) includes which incorporate (inline) another usecase in the place of a particular step, (iii) jumps which move
execution to a speciﬁed use-case step, and (iv) conditions of
extensions and variations.
All these constructs are written in a natural language.
FOAM considers them the core concepts inﬂuencing the
control ﬂow and captures them formally using annotations
of the following form:

C. Veriﬁcation process
The automated veriﬁcation process of FOAM presumes
that annotations are already attached to use-case steps; either
manually or semi-automatically. Annotated use-cases are
then transformed into an Labeled Transition System (LTS).
This model is passed to the NuSMV model checker [6] for
veriﬁcation. The transformations are transparent to the user;
the potential errors reported by NuSMV are presented in a
natural language by translating the counter-example to the
steps of the ﬂawed use-case.
IV. F ROM SPECIFICATION TO VERIFICATION
In this section we formally deﬁne a use-case with annotations and show how the annotations can be veriﬁed.
Our approach is depicted in Figure 3. The input to FOAM
is a collection of annotated textual use-cases called UCM.
Each Annotated Textual Use-Case (ATUC) is speciﬁed as a
set of steps, variations and extensions. Additionally, UCM
speciﬁes precedence constraints among ATUCs in the model.
Based on UCM, we build a non-deterministic automaton –
called Overall Behavior Automaton (OBA) – representing
the overall behavior. OBA is essentially an LTS with guards
over boolean variables; thus it can be straightforwardly encoded in speciﬁcation languages of modern model-checkers
(we discuss such an encoding for the NuSMV model-checker
in Section IV-F).

goto:s: This annotation represents a jump to the target
step s within the use-case.
include:u: Speciﬁes inclusion of another use-case u.
abort: Expresses abort of the scenario.
The following two annotations assume existence of (global)
boolean variables b1 , . . . , bn initialized to f alse.
mark:bi : This annotation sets bi to true.
guard:f (b1 , . . . , bk ): The f parameter of this annotation
is a propositional logic formula over the boolean variables
b1 , . . . , bk . The annotation serves as a guard for extensions
and variations.
B. Temporal annotations
Temporal annotations allow expressing temporal invariants among use-case steps in the whole Use-Case Model
(UCM) without requiring an in-depth knowledge of the
underlying temporal logic. This is possible because FOAM
distinguishes two types of users:

A. Formalizing the Input Use-Case Model
We start the formalization with deﬁnition of an ATUC.
This structure represents a use-case as close as possible to
the way it is usually written down (e.g. as in Figure 1). This
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Def.2 (Use-Case Model). A UCM is a tuple M =
p
, P recM ), where
(UM , UM
- UM is a set of ATUCs;
p
⊆ UM is a set of primary use-cases;
- UM
p
p
p
× UM
is a precedence relation on UM
.
- P recM : UM
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In the rest of the paper, we assume only well-formed ATUCs.
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B. Formalizing the Overall Behavior Automaton
In FOAM, we transform UCM into OBA, which has welldeﬁned semantics and can be rather directly used as an input
to standard model-checkers. OBA is deﬁned as follows:




  
 

Figure 3.

Veriﬁcation method – an overview

Def.3 (Overall Behavior Automaton). OBA is a tuple
A = (V, init0 , τ, B, AP, V al, Lab, Guards)
- V is a set of states.
- init0 ∈ V is the initial state.
- τ ⊆ V × V are transitions.
- B is a set of boolean variables.
- AP is a set of atomic propositions.
- V al : τ → 2(B×{true,f alse}) are actions (valuations)
on transitions which assign values to boolean variables
in B.
- Lab : V → 2AP is labelling of states by temporal
properties.
- Guards : τ → 2L are guards on transitions (a guard
g ∈ L is a propositional logic formulae with variables
from B).

means that we explicitly capture use-case steps (along with
annotations attached to them), extensions and variations.
Def.1 (Annotated textual use-case). An ATUC is a tuple
u = (Su , Wu , wum , Extu , V aru , F lowu , T empu ), where
- Su is a set of all steps (sentences written in English);
- Wu = {w|w ⊆ Su } is a set of all scenarios of u where
each scenario is a linearly ordered set with its total
order ≤w such that scenarios do not share steps, i.e.
∀w,w ∈Wu (w = w) ⇒ (w ∩ w = ∅).
- wum ∈ Wu is the main scenario;
- Extu : Wu → Su is a mapping function which assigns
extensions to steps, i.e. w ∈ Wu is an extension of
w ∈ Wu from step s ∈ w if Extu (w ) = s;
- V aru : Wu → Su is a mapping function which assigns
variations to steps, i.e. w ∈ Wu is a variation of w ∈
Wu from step s ∈ w if V aru (w ) = s;
- F lowu : Su → 2F is a function that assign a set of
ﬂow annotations to each step (F denotes a set of all
ﬂow annotations);
- T empu : Su → 2T is a function that assign a set of
temporal annotations to each step (T denotes a set of
all temporal annotations).

The semantics of OBA is the following: (i) the execution
starts in state init0 , (ii) the transition to another state is by
non-deterministic choice among outgoing transitions, whose
all guards are satisﬁed, (iii) upon the transition, the boolean
variables of the automaton are updated based on the actions
associated with the transition, (iv) for the sake of modelchecking, the function Lab gives the atomic propositions
that hold in a particular state.
C. Building Overall Behavior Automaton – step #1
Now we show OBA construction from a UCM. This ﬁrst
step of the transformation process is formally described
in [7] as a set of 12 inference rules which declaratively
express the logical constraints on OBA based on the input
UCM. Hence, the inference rules provide a logical theory
the model of which is OBA. We take the minimal model
(with respect to inclusion) as the resulting OBA.
The basic OBA structure constructed from use-cases
U1 , . . . , Un is depicted in Figure 4. There is an initial
state init0 with branches to particular sub-automatons, each
corresponding to one of the use-cases U1 , . . . , Un .
In order to capture non-deterministic branching, we introduce a boolean variable doneu for each primary use-case u
and also a transition guarded by a predicate over doneu
variables, which reﬂects the precedence relation P recM .
This way, OBA captures the non-determinism in sequencing
the use-cases where each use-case is executed exactly once.

Further, we say that an ATUC is well-formed if the
following structural constraints below are not violated. These
rules follow the common practice of writing use-cases to
help keep use-cases well-separated, comprehensible and of
well understood semantics.
1) The annotations abort and goto can only be attached
to the last step of a variation or extension.
2) The annotation guard is attached only to the ﬁrst step
of an extension or variation.
3) Main scenario of primary use-cases (Def.IV-A) does
not contain any goto, abort or guard annotations.
Now, we deﬁne UCM as a collection of ATUCs accompanied with a precedence relation over the primary use-cases.
UCM thus represents the textually speciﬁed overall behavior
of a system. By a primary use-case we mean a use-case not
included to any other use-case.
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F. Veriﬁcation using NuSMV



We have implemented a veriﬁcation of OBA using
NuSMV. Thanks to the usage of NuSMV, both CTL and
LTL formulae are allowed in deﬁning annotations.
Transformation of OBA into the NuSMV input language
is straightforward. There is a NuSMV variable state, which
corresponds to the current state. Transitions of OBA are
reﬂected as NuSMV rules setting the state variable based
on the source state and guarding formulae.
The only difﬁculty stems from the fact that NuSMV does
not support non-deterministic choice between rules which
had to be "emulated" in our implementation. Further details
can be found in [7].

 














 

Figure 4.

OBA constructed from use-cases U1 , . . . , Un

V. R ELATED W ORK

After the sequence is completed, OBA proceeds to the
ﬁnal state succ0 , where a cycle is formed to generate inﬁnite
traces as typically required by model-checkers.
An inclusion of a use-case expressed as include:c attached to a step x introduces a boolean variable inclx,c
representing the "procedure call" from x to the use-case c.
Temporal annotations from a use-case translate to OBA
as atomic propositions attached to corresponding states.

There are several other approaches related to FOAM that
also formalize and/or verify use-cases.
Model-checking of the Uniﬁed Modeling Language
(UML) use-cases using SPIN is proposed in [8]. This
method assumes that pre/post-conditions of use-cases are
expressed in ﬁrst-order predicate logic. A graph representing
the possible sequences of use-cases is constructed from the
pre/post-conditions similarly to our precede relation. Even
though their method supports branching in scenarios, it is
restricted to extensions only. Also the include relation is
not supported. Moreover in contrast to FOAM, the method
assumes that use-cases are already provided in a formal
notation (predicates). Also the LTL formulae to be veriﬁed
by SPIN are constructed from the pre/post-conditions only.
In [9], a formal semantics based on LTSs is proposed
for use-cases containing extensions and include steps. The
authors utilize LTS to automatically detect livelocks. They
also propose a method for verifying reﬁnement of use-case
models, namely checking their equivalence and deterministic
reduction. All of the checks focus on global properties of
use-case models. The same authors wrote a number of papers
about mapping use-cases into several formalisms – POSETs
in [10], ﬁnite state machines in [11] and LTS+POSETs in
[12]. As opposed to FOAM, properties to be veriﬁed are
pre-deﬁned (FOAM allows for user-deﬁned properties) and
branching scenarios are not considered.
In [13], textual use-cases are formalized via reactive
Petri nets, taking into account the include and extend UML
relationships and sequencing constraints using pre/postconditions. The method assumes that use-case steps comply
with a restricted English grammar. The approach does not
allow expressing other relationships and constraints.
Related are also the methods that map use-cases into the
UML activity or sequence diagrams [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18]. These works focus on the generalization, include, and
extend relationships in UML. However, such diagrams are
not suitable for verifying temporal constraints in use-cases.
There are also many approaches aiming at formalizing
UML models in general. For instance in [19] the authors

D. Building Overall Behavior Automaton – step #2
In this step, we address a kind of peculiarity in semantics
of guards on variations and extensions. The typical interpretation, which we also stick to in our paper, is the following:
(i) A non-deterministic choice is assumed among the default step and its unguarded branches (i.e. variations
and extensions without guards).
(ii) A non-deterministic choice is assumed among guarded
branches with non-disjunctive guards.
(iii) Mutual exclusivity is assumed among the default step
and unguarded branches on one hand and the guarded
branches on the other hand.
The OBA constructed in step #1 follows the semantics in
terms of (i) and (ii), but not of (iii). We need to additionally
introduce the guards for the default step and the unguarded
variations and extensions so as the mutual exclusivity holds.
E. Temporal properties
Now we show a construction of temporal logic formulae based on the UCM and TADL (user-deﬁned temporal
annotations). Each temporal annotation used in UCM has
the form a:s, where a is the name of the annotation and
s is the qualiﬁer of the annotation in the use-case. Let
tadl be a TADL deﬁnition for the annotation name a. Such
annotation therefore contributes a set of formulae Fa:s =

Fitadl [_/a:s], where Fitadl is the i-th logical formula
deﬁned in the template tadl and where [_/_:s] denotes
renaming of each variable (represented by placeholder _) in
the formula to the form "_:s". The temporal properties to be
veriﬁed by the model-checker are obtained as union over all
the sets Fa:s contributed by annotations used in UCM.
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propose an automated method for translating UML sequence
diagrams into Petri nets for evaluating reliability of software
architectures. In contrast to FOAM, these approaches rely on
a model in UML that already provides a semi-formalized
input in the form of annotations.
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VI. E VALUATION
We evaluated the complexity of our veriﬁcation method in
an experiment (details in [7]). In the model-checking phase
our results show sensitivity to the structure of the precedence
relation. Even though the complexity grows exponentially
with the number of use-cases in general, the growth is
slower when the precedence relation is employed. Without
the precedence relation, we were able to verify just 22 usecases under one minute. Then we took use-cases from [5]
with precedence deﬁned, which allowed us to verify 27 usecases under one minute.
The numbers may sound quite limiting for a real project
(usually with hundreds of use-cases), but they only reﬂect
a situation, where we need to verify several dependent
use-cases together. However, most of the use-cases in a
speciﬁcation are usually independent, so that a partial order
reduction can be successfully employed (e.g. just a particular
sequencing can be considered). We are currently working
on such a method which can identify groups of dependent
use-cases and reﬂect the independence relation in the construction of OBA.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we presented the FOAM method for formal veriﬁcation of use-cases annotated by user-deﬁnable
temporal annotation. Although FOAM is fully automated
(construction of OBA, transformation to NuSMV, modelchecking), the annotations have to be added manually during
the preparation of a speciﬁcation; nevertheless we are working on a FOAM extension which, in an automated way, will
offer annotations in a given context.
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